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Questions

You may have the following questions

▶ What are data structures and algorithms?

▶ What good will it do me to know about them?

▶ Why cant I just use arrays and for loops to handle my
data?

▶ When does it make sense to apply what I learn here?
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Data structures and Algorithms

Data structure
A data structure is an arrangement of data in a computer’s
memory (or sometimes on a disk). Data structures include
arrays, linked lists, stacks, binary trees, and hash tables, etc.

Algorithms
Algorithms manipulate the data in these structures in various
ways, such as searching for a particular data item and sorting
the data.
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Real-World Data Storage

Data that describes physical entities external to the computer.

▶ A personnel record describes an actual human being.

▶ An inventory record describes an existing car part or
grocery item.

▶ A stack of name cards each having name, address,
telephone number, email address and url.
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Real-World Data Storage (Contd.)

Suppose you want to update an index-card system into a
program.

▶ How would you store the data in your computer’s
memory?

▶ Would your method work for a hundreds of file cards? A
thousand? A million?

▶ Would your method permit quick insertion of new cards
and deletion of old ones?

▶ Would it allow for fast searching for a specified card?

▶ Suppose you wanted to arrange the cards in alphabetical
order. How would you arrange (sort) them?
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Overview of Data Structures

Data structure: Array
Advantages: Quick insertion, very fast access if index is known
Disadvantages: Slow search, slow deletion, fixed size.

Data structure: Ordered array
Advantages: Quicker search than unsorted array
Disadvantages: Slow insertion and deletion, fixed size.

Data structure: Stack
Advantages: Provides last-in, first-out access
Disadvantages: Slow access to other items.

Data structure: Queue
Advantages: Provides first-in, first-out access
Disadvantages: Slow access to other items.
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Overview of Data Structures (Contd.)
Data structure: Linked list
Advantages: Quick insertion, quick deletion
Disadvantages: Slow search

Data structure: Binary tree
Advantages: Quick search, insertion, deletion (if tree remains
balanced)
Disadvantages: Deletion algorithm is complex

Data structure: Red-black tree
Advantages: Quick search, insertion, deletion. Tree always
balanced.
Disadvantages: Complex.

Data structure: 2-3-4 tree
Advantages: Quick search, insertion, deletion. Tree always
balanced. Similar trees good for disk storage.
Disadvantages: Complex.
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Overview of Data Structures (Contd.)

Data structure: Hash table
Advantages: Very fast access if key is known. Fast insertion
Disadvantages: Slow deletion, access slow if key is not known,
inefficient memory usage

Data structure: Heap
Advantages: Fast insertion, deletion, access to largest largest
item.
Disadvantages: Slow access to other items.

Data structure: Graph
Advantages: Models real-world situations.
Disadvantages: Some algorithms are slow and complex.
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Overview of Algorithms

For most data structures, you need to know

▶ Insert a new data item.

▶ Search for a specified item.

▶ Delete a specified item.

Iterating - visiting each item in a data structure so as to
display it or perform some other action on it.

Sorting - arranging items in a data structure in some
sequence.

▶ Simple sorting - bubble sort, selection sort and insertion
sort.

▶ Advanced sorting - Shell sort, quick sort, merge sort, heap
sort and radix sort.

Recursion - a method calling itself.
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Abstract Data Type (ADT)

The way of looking at a data structure: focusing on what it
does and ignoring how it does its jobs.

E.g. Primitive data types

▶ We know what the ‘int’ type can do(add, subtract,
multiply, etc.).

▶ But we need not know how it does these operations and

▶ we need not even know how an int is actually stored.

▶ As clients, we can use ‘int’ operations without knowing
how they are implemented.
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ADT (Contd.)
Most programming languages have types for integers and real
(decimal) numbers, but not for fractions. Such numbers can
be implemented as objects. Here is a design for a fraction type:

ADT: Fraction
plus(Fraction): Fraction
times(Integer): Fraction
times(Fraction): Fraction
reciprocal(): Fraction
value(): Real

Lab Work 01 - ADTFraction
Description: The class ‘ADTFraction’ given in
‘ADTFractionApp.txt’ is written to implement fractions as an
ADT.
Tasks: Complete the coding of classes ‘ADTFraction’ and
‘ADTFractionApp.’
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